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Abstract
In this paper Conway’s smallest sporadic simple group Co3 is characterized by the structure of
two of its 3-local subgroups.
© 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Conway’s smallest simple group, Co3, has been the subject of many characterization
theorems ranging from those concerned with 2-local structure such as [3,8,17,19] to those
of a more geometric bent as found in [2,18]. This paper adds further to this canon and
is motivated by one of the unresolved subcases arising in Stroth’s H -structure Theorem
(see [10]). The authors learnt of this problem in Stroth’s lecture given during the Mini-
Workshop: Amalgams for Graphs and Geometries at Oberwolfach in May 2004. Our main
result which identifies Co3 from 3-local data is as follows.
Theorem 1. Suppose that G is a finite group, S ∈ Syl3(G) and J ≤ S. If
(i) M1 = NG (Z(S)) ∼ 31+4+ .2.2.PSL2(9).2; and
(ii) M2 = NG (J ) ∼ 35 : (2 × Mat(11)),
then G ∼= Co3.
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Theorem 1, via its contribution to the H -structure Theorem, has application in the
ongoing project of Meierfrankenfeld, Stellmacher and Stroth to classify the groups of
local characteristic p independently of the classification of the finite simple groups as a
whole [9].
In a number of recent identifications of sporadic simple groups from p-local information
where p is odd, by the second two authors [11,12] and by Parker and Wiedorn [13–15], it
was necessary to assume that G is a K-proper group; that is a group in which every proper
subgroup has composition factors from the list of known simple groups. However, the
proof of Theorem 1 does not require aK-proper group hypothesis. This is because there are
various results available about groups with a restricted 3-local structure. Work in this area
goes back to the famous “Odd Characterization” notes of Higman [7] and the result that we
exploit is one due to Prince [16] which, under some slight restrictions, characterizes finite
groups with the centralizer of a non-trivial 3-central element isomorphic to that of PSp4(3).
Our strategy for identifying G with Co3 is to determine the centralizer of what eventually
turns out to be a 2-central involution in G. In our target group Co3 such involutions have
centralizer isomorphic to the unique group of shape 2.Sp6(2). Prince’s result is used in
order to tie down the structure of this centralizer. Since Fendel [3] has classified finite
groups with an involution centralizer isomorphic to 2.Sp6(2), we then readily identify G.
The first lemma in Section 2 looks at the action of Mat(11) on one of its faithful
5-dimensional GF(3)-modules. This of course is for use in analysing NG (J ) ∼ 35 :
(2 × Mat(11)). One of the more important facts noted there is that a certain subgroup
of J has the property that each of its subgroups of order 9 contains a non-trivial 3-central
element. The role of Lemmas 4 and 5 is to illuminate the structure of 3-constrained groups
whose shape is 31+4+ .2.2.PSL2(9).2 while the last lemma of this section will be used in
conjunction with Prince’s Theorem. We end Section 2 by stating the results of Prince and
Fendel we shall use. In Section 3 we prove Theorem 1. The first lemma of the section
investigates the structure of M1, M2 and S. Further properties of M1 concerning involution
centralizers are given in Lemma 10. The next three lemmas put us in a position to apply
first Prince’s Theorem and then Fendel’s Theorem, so completing the proof of Theorem 1.
Throughout the paper we adopt the ATLAS [1, page xx] notation for group extensions.
So X = A.B is a group with A a normal subgroup of X and X/A ∼= B . This extension
may or may not split. By X = A : B we mean X is a split extension of A by B while A.B
indicates that the extension is non-split. Cyclic groups of order n are denoted by n and
Q8 denotes the quaternion group of order 8. We use Alt(n), Sym(n), Dih(n), and SD(2n)
to represent, respectively, the alternating and symmetric groups of degree n, the dihedral
group of order n and the semidihedral group of order 2n . For p odd, p1+2n+ denotes the
extraspecial group of order p1+2n and exponent p. We write G ∼ A.B. . . . .Z or say that
G has shape A.B. . . . .Z when G has a normal series with factors of shape A, B, . . . , Z .
Thus, for example, G ∼ 31+4+ .2.Alt(6) indicates that G contains normal subgroups of
order 3, 35, 2.35 and 2.35.360. It also indicates that the normal subgroup Q of order 35 is
an extraspecial group of exponent 3 and that G/Q is isomorphic to a non-split extension
of Alt(6) by a cyclic group of order 2. We recall the well-known fact that Alt(6) and
PSL2(9) are isomorphic groups and that PΣL2(9) is the split extension of PSL2(9) by its
field automorphism of order 2.
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The group Mat(11) is the sporadic simple group which preserves the unique Steiner
system S(4, 5, 11). The one point, two point and three point stabilizer in Mat(11) are
Mat(10) ∼ Alt(6).2, Mat(9) ∼ 32 : Q8 and Mat(8) ∼= Q8. We note that Mat(8) acts
regularly on 8 points and fixes 3 points. We freely use the information on the maximal
subgroups of Mat(11) as given in the Atlas [1].
Most of the remainder of our notation is standard and follows [4].
2. Preliminary results
For a vector space W , P(W ) denotes the set of 1-dimensional subspaces of W .
Lemma 2. Suppose that X ∼= Mat(11), t is an involution in X, S ∈ Syl3(X) and K =
NX (S). If V is an irreducible GF(3)X-module of dimension 5 such that dim CV (S) = 1,
then
(i) X has two orbitsO1 andO2 on P(V ) with |O1| = 55 and |O2| = 66;
(ii) for W1 ∈ O1, NX (W1) is conjugate to K ∼= 32 : SD(16) and for W2 ∈ O2,
NX (W2) ∼= Sym(5);
(iii) for W1 ∈ O1, CX (W1) ∼ 32 : Dih(8) and for W2 ∈ O2, CX (W2) ∼= Alt(5);
(iv) dim CV (t) = 3; and
(v) P(U) ∩O1 = ∅ for any 2-dimensional subspace U of CV (t).
Proof. Set W = CV (S). Then W ∈ P(V ) and clearly W is invariant under K . Since K is
a maximal subgroup of X by [1] and V is an irreducible GF(3)X-module, K = NX (W )
and O1 = W X has size 55. Let U ∈ P(V ) \O1 and set O2 = U X . Then, as W = CV (S)
has dimension 1, |O2| is divisible by 3. Furthermore, as an element of order 11 cannot act
faithfully on a 4-dimensional GF(3) vector space, we have that |O2| is also divisible by 11.
That NX (U) ∼= Sym(5) and |O2| = 66 now follows from [1]. Since |P(V )| = 121, we
have proved parts (i) and (ii).
We next prove (iv). Since Mat(11) has a unique conjugacy class of involutions and each
involution acts with determinant 1 on V , we must have dim CV (t) = 1 or 3. Now Mat(11)
is generated by three conjugates of t . So, since [V , t] is inverted by t , dim CV (t) = 1. Thus
dim CV (t) = 3.
Suppose that s1, s2 are involutions in X . Then dim CV (〈s1, s2〉) ≥ 1 by (iv). So dihedral
subgroups of X have non-zero fixed vectors on V . Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of X which
is contained in K and let t ∈ Z(T )#. Then T ∼= SD(16) and there are unique subgroups
D ∼= Dih(8) and Q ∼= Q8 of T . Now, by [6], C = CX (t) ∼= GL2(3) ∼ 2.Sym(4).
From the normal subgroup structure of C , if CC (CV (t)) > 〈t〉, then CV (t) is centralized
by Q. But then Q centralizes an element of O2 contrary to Sym(5) containing no such
subgroup. Therefore, CV (t) is a faithful C/〈t〉 ∼= Sym(4)-module which is consequently
irreducible. If Q centralizes W , then Q centralizes CV (t) = 〈W C 〉 which we have just seen
is impossible. Hence Q inverts W . Let U = CCV (t)(D). Then, as D is dihedral, dim U ≥ 1.
Let T = T/〈t〉 ∼= Dih(8). Then CV (t) is a faithful T -module. Thus CV (t) = X ⊕ Y with
dim X = 2 and dim Y = 1. Since W is T -invariant and U is T -invariant, we either have
U = W = Y , or U = X and Y = W . The latter possibility contradicts the fact that X is
a faithful T -module. Therefore U = W = Y and CK (W ) ∼= 32 : Dih(8). In particular,
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if U ∈ O1, then every involution in NX (U) centralizes U . Since [V , t] is inverted by t ,
P([V , t]) ⊆ O2 and the statements in (iii) hold.
Turning to part (v), let Ω be a set of size 11 admitting X naturally preserving the Steiner
system S = S(4, 5, 11). Then, from (i), the elements of O1 correspond to duads in S and
the elements of O2 correspond to pentads in S (see [1]). The involution t has cycle type
1324 on Ω (recall that the three point stabilizer Mat(8) ∼= Q8 acts regularly on 8 points).
So t fixes exactly
(
3
2
)
+
(
4
1
)
= 7 duads. Therefore |P(CV (t)) ∩ O1| = 7 and, by (i),
|P(CV (t)) ∩O2| = 6. If CV (t) has at least two subspaces of dimension 2 each containing
only 1-spaces from O2, then |O2 ∩ P(CV (t))| ≥ 7 which is a contradiction. Therefore, if
U is a 2-space in CV (t) with P(U) ⊂ O2, then U is unique and hence NX (U) ≥ C . This
then contradicts C being irreducible on CV (t). Thus (v) holds. 
As we show in the proof of part (iv) of Lemma 2 the members of P(CV (t)) ∩ O1
are in two orbits under the action of CX (t). If W ∈ P(CV (t)) ∩ O1 is in the orbit of
length 3, then t ∈ Z(NX (W ))/O3(NX (W )), whereas if W is in the orbit of length 4, then
t ∈ Z(NX (W ))/O3(NX (W )).
Lemma 3. Suppose that Q ∼= 31+4+ and A = Aut(Q). Then A ∼= 34 : Aut(Sp4(3)) and
CA(Z(Q)) ∼= 34 : Sp4(3).
Proof. See [5, Proposition 10.5]. 
Lemma 4. Suppose that X is a subgroup of Sp4(3).
(i) If X has composition factors 2 and Alt(6), then X ∼= 2.Alt(6) ∼= SL2(9).
(ii) If X has composition factors 2, 2 and Alt(6), then X ∼= ΣL2(9) ∼ 2.Sym(6).
Proof. Suppose that X has composition factors 2 and Alt(6). Since every elementary
abelian group of order 4 in Sp4(3) contains the central involution, Sp4(3) does not contain
a subgroup isomorphic to Alt(6). It follows that X is isomorphic to 2.Alt(6) ∼= SL2(9).
Using the ATLAS [1] to give the maximal subgroups of PSp4(3), part (ii) may be proved
similarly. 
We remark that ΣL2(9) has two conjugacy classes of involutions. The next lemma is an
easy calculation.
Lemma 5. Suppose that X ∼= ΣL2(9) and x ∈ X is a non-central involution. Then
CX (x) ∼= 2 × SL2(3). 
Lemma 6. Suppose that X ∼ 31+2+ .SL2(3), O2(X) = 1 and that a Sylow 3-subgroup
of X contains an elementary abelian subgroup of order 33. Then X is isomorphic to the
centralizer of a non-trivial 3-central element in PSp4(3).
Proof. Since the centralizer of a non-trivial 3-central element in PSp4(3) has the structure
described, it suffices to show that a group X with the above properties is uniquely
determined up to isomorphism. So suppose that X has the described properties. Let
R = O3(X), S ∈ Syl3(X), Q ∈ Syl2(X), Z = Z(Q) and let Y be an elementary abelian
subgroup of S of order 33. Then S = RY . Since O2(X) = 1, CS(R) = Z(R). If Y were
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not the unique abelian subgroup of order 33 in S, then by intersecting two of them we have
|Z(S)| ≥ 32, a contradiction. Therefore Y is the unique abelian subgroup of S of order
33. Now NX (S) = SZ and hence Z normalizes Y . Thus, as X/R ∼= SL2(3), CY (Z) is
elementary abelian of order 32. Set H = CX (Z). Then, as CY (Z) ∈ Syl3(H ), H contains
three subgroups isomorphic to SL2(3) which complement R. Since their action on R is
the same (they differ only by the central elements of R), we have that X is the semidirect
product of 31+2+ and SL2(3) and so is uniquely determined. 
Theorem 7 (Prince [16]). Suppose that X is isomorphic to the centralizer of a non-trivial
3-central element in PSp4(3) and that H is a finite group with an element d such that
CH (d) ∼= X. Let S ∈ Syl3(CH (d)) and E be the elementary abelian subgroup of S of
order 27. If Z(S) is inverted in H and E does not normalize any non-trivial 3′-subgroup
of H , then one of the following holds:
(i) H = NH (Z(S));
(ii) H ∼= Aut(PSp4(3)); or
(iii) H ∼= Sp6(2).
We recall from [6, Table 6.1.3] that the Schur multiplier of Sp6(2) has order 2. Thus
groups which have shape 2.Sp6(2) are uniquely determined up to isomorphism.
Theorem 8 (Fendel [3]). Let G be a finite group with an involution t such that CG(t) ∼=
2.Sp6(2). Then either G = CG (t)O2′(G) or G ∼= Co3.
3. Proof of Theorem 1
We now assume that G is a finite group with S ∈ Syl3(G) and J ≤ S such that
M2 = NG (J ) ∼ 35.(2 × Mat(11)) and M1 = NG (Z(S)) ∼ 31+4+ .2.2.PSL2(9).2. For
i = 1, 2, set Qi = O3(Mi ).
Lemma 9. (i) S = Q1 Q2 and |Q1 ∩ Q2| = 33;
(ii) NG (S) = M1 ∩ M2;
(iii) M1 and M2 are 3-constrained;
(iv) CQ2(S) = Z(S) has order 3; and
(v) Q2 is an irreducible O2(M2)/Q2-module.
Proof. Since Z(S)M1, we have Z(Q1) = Z(S) has order 3. Because S/Q2 is
elementary abelian, Z(Q1) = Q′1 ≤ Q2. Therefore CM2(Q2) ≤ M1 and CM2(Q2)M2.
Hence Q2 admits a cyclic group of order 11 faithfully and so we get that Q2 is elementary
abelian of order 35 and is an irreducible O2(M2)/Q2-module. So (v) holds. In particular,
CM2(Q2) is either equal to Q2 or has order 2.35. Since Q2 is elementary abelian, we have
that |Q1 ∩ Q2| ≤ 33 and so we get S = Q1 Q2 and Q1 ∩ Q2 is elementary abelian of order
33, hence (i) holds. We have NG (S) ≤ NG (Z(S)) = M1, so |NG (S)| ≤ 25.37. On the other
hand in M2, we have NM2(S) ∼ 37 : (2×SD(16)). Thus M1 ∩M2 = NG (S) and (ii) holds.
For i = 1, 2, set Xi = CMi (Qi ), and let Ti ∈ Syl2(Xi ). Since T2 Q2/Q2 ≤ Z(M2/Q2),
we have
T2 ≤ CG(S) ≤ CG(Q1) ∩ M1 = CM1(Q1) = X1,
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using part (ii). Also X2 = Q2T2 and |T2| ≤ 2. We now look at X1. If X1 Q1/Q1 is not
a 2-group, then X1 has a composition factor isomorphic to Alt(6) and so, in particular, 4
divides |X1 ∩ NG (S)|. Since |M2/O2(M2)| = 2, we infer that there is an involution in
X1 ∩ O2(M2). But this involution centralizes Q1 Q2/Q2 = S/Q2, contrary to the structure
of Mat(11) [6]. Thus X1 Q1/Q1 is a 2-group and so X1 Q1 = T1 Q1. Hence (iv) holds. Also
we get [T1, O2(M1)] ≤ Q1 which implies that [T1, S] = 1. Therefore
T1 ≤ CG(S) ≤ CG (Q2) ∩ M2 = CM2(Q2) = X2.
So T1 ≤ T2 ≤ X1 which gives T1 = T2. Suppose (iii) is false. Then T1 = T2 ∼= 2.
By parts (iv) and (v) and Lemma 2(iii), CM2(Z(S))/ST2 ∼= Dih(8). Using Lemma 3 we
have that CM1(Z(S))/T1 Z(S) is a subgroup of 34 : Sp4(3). So CM1(Z(S))/Q1T1 is
a subgroup of Sp4(3). Therefore, by Lemma 4(i), CM1(Z(S))/Q1T1 ∼= 2.Alt(6). Thus
NCM1 (Z(S))(S)/ST1
∼= 8. Since NCM1 (Z(S))(S) = CM2(Z(S)) and T1 = T2, we have a con-
tradiction. We conclude that both M1 and M2 are 3-constrained, so completing the proof
of Lemma 9. 
Notice that parts (iv) and (v) of Lemma 9 imply that, as an O2(M2)/Q2-module, Q2
satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2. We also note that if s ∈ M2 is an involution with
s Q2 ∈ Z(M2/Q2), then s ∈ M1 ∩ M2 and s inverts Q2. We set Z1 = Z(Q1) = Z(S).
Then L1 = CM1(Z1) has index 2 in M1.
Lemma 10. Suppose that s is an involution in L1. Then the following hold.
(i) L1/Q1 ∼= ΣL2(9).
(ii) If s Q1 ∈ Z(L1/Q1), then CL1(s) ∼ 2.(3.PΣL2(9)).
(iii) If s Q1 ∈ Z(L1/Q1), then CL1(s) ∼= 2.(31+2+ .SL2(3)) and O2(CL1(s)) = 〈s〉.
Proof. Since M1 is 3-constrained by Lemma 9(iii), M1/Z1 embeds faithfully in A =
Aut(Q1) ∼= 34 : Aut(Sp4(3)) and CA(Z1) ∼= 34 : Sp4(3) by Lemma 3. Now (i) follows
from Lemma 4(ii). If s Q1 ∈ Z(L1/Q1), then s inverts Q1/Z1 and so the Frattini argument
implies that (ii) holds.
Assume that s ∈ Z(L1/Q1). Then Q1 = CQ1(s)[Q1, s] and CQ1(s) ∼= [Q1, s] ∼= 31+2+ .
From Lemma 5 and part (i) we have CL1(s)/CQ1(s) ∼= 2 × SL2(3) and, as there is an
element of Z(CL1(s)/CQ1(s)) which inverts Q1/Z1, we have that O2(CL1(s)) = 〈s〉. 
Now fix an involution t of M1 such that t Q1 ∈ Z(L1/Q1). Then t ∈ NG (S) ≤ M2 and,
by Lemma 10, CL1(t) ∼ 2.(3.PΣL2(9)). Set Kt = CG (t) and let B = CQ2(t).
Lemma 11. (i) B = CS(t) has order 33.
(ii) t ∈ O2(M2).
(iii) Each subgroup of B of order 32 contains a 3-central element of order 3.
Proof. From the structure of M1, we have t centralizes S/Q1, inverts Q1/Z1 and
centralizes Z1. Therefore, CS(t) has order 33. Since t normalizes Q2 and, by Lemma 9(i),
S = Q1 Q2, we get CS(t) = B . Finally as t inverts a 2-space of Q2, we have that t has
determinant 1 as a linear transformation on Q2. It follows that t ∈ O2(M2)/Q2. So (i) and
(ii) hold and Lemma 2(v) gives (iii). 
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Lemma 12. Suppose that R ≤ Kt has 3′-order. If B ≤ NKt (R), then R = 〈t〉.
Proof. Since B ≤ NKt (R), B operates on R and, as B is elementary abelian, we have
R = 〈CR(A) | A ≤ B, |B/A| = 3〉.
By Lemma 11(iii), each A ≤ B with |B/A| = 3 contains a cyclic subgroup which is
conjugate in M2 to Z1 and is centralized by t . Let x ∈ M2 and Z x1 be such a conjugate
of Z1. Then t ∈ Lx1 and R ∩ Lx1 is a 3′-subgroup of CLx1 (t) which is normalized by
B ≤ CLx1 (t). By Lemma 10(ii) and (iii) we have that either CLx1 (t) ∼ 2.(3.PΣL2(9))
or CLx1 (t)
∼= 2.(31+2+ .SL2(3)). Since |B| = 33, the structure of PΣL2(9) and 31+2+ .SL2(3)
(with O2(31+2+ .SL2(3)) = 1) implies that R ∩ Lx1 = 〈t〉. So the lemma holds. 
Let x ∈ M2 and Y1 = Z x1 ≤ B be such that t does not invert Sx/Qx1 .
Then t Qx1 ∈ Z(Lx1/Qx1) and so CLx1 (t) ∼ 2.(31+2+ .SL2(3)) by Lemma 10. Let
T ∈ Syl3(CLx1 (t)).
Lemma 13. The following hold:
(i) T ∈ Syl3(Kt );
(ii) CKt (Y1)/〈t〉 is isomorphic to the centralizer of a non-trivial 3-central element in
PSp4(3); and
(iii) Y1 is inverted in Kt/〈t〉.
Proof. Let T1 ∈ Syl3(Kt ) with T ≤ T1. Set T0 = NT1 (T ). Clearly T0 normalizes
Z(T ) = Y1 and so T0 ≤ Lx1. Hence T = T0 and therefore T = T1 which gives (i).
Part (ii) follows from Lemmas 6 and 10 and part (iii) follows as Lx1 has index 2
in Mx1 . 
Proof of Theorem 1. Lemmas 11(i), 12 and 13 deliver the hypothesis of Theorem 7 for
Kt/〈t〉. Thus one of the following holds:
(i) Kt = NKt (Y1);
(ii) Kt/〈t〉 ∼= Aut(PSp4(3)); or
(iii) Kt/〈t〉 ∼= Sp6(2).
Since CL1(t) ∼ 2.(3.PΣL2(9)), possibilities (i) and (ii) cannot occur. Thus Kt/〈t〉 ∼=
Sp6(2) and, as Kt containsΣL2(9), Kt ∼= 2.Sp6(2). Finally, we apply Theorem 8 to obtain
G ∼= Co3 or G = O2′(G)CG(t). Since 〈t M2 〉 involves Mat(11), the latter possibility cannot
occur and so G ∼= Co3, and Theorem 1 is proved. 
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